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Foots Of1987 Philoso pnysymposium
Alida Aebersold
NewsFeature Writer. The Wyygr Voice
There is going to be a
meeting of die minds like never
before on campus at the end of this
month. From March 26 until March
28. Wooster will be filled with
visiting dignitaries from all over the
United States and Canada who are
coming here to be a part of a special
symposium supported by die

- r-

Franklin J. Matchette Foundation
an independent philanthropic
and The College of
organization
Wooster! own Henry Luce m Fund.
Presented by die Department of
Philosophy, die series of lectures
and presentations . entitled The
Grammar of die Heart : Thinking
with Kierkegaard and Wittgenstein -

is being held in honor of Paul L.
Holmer, who will be retiring from
Yale University in the Spring of
1987.
Professor Holmer was the
visiting Distinguished Drushall
Professor at Wooster for two terms
m 1979.
This symposium has been
planned and organized by Professor

Richard Bell, a member of the
philosophy department at Wooster
and a former graduate student under
Professor Holmer. Bell has planned
everything down to die last details
from organizing housing to being
the host for the banquet in Holmer's
honor, he has arranged it all and
he is justifiably excited about die

.
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Room in the Wooster Inn for the following;
Student Government had been formed and that a new
annual 1987 update Committee Association (SGA) . Student position had opened called Assistant
report. Presiding over die meeting Activities Board (SAB) . Black Chairperson. Wilson- commented
was Student
Students Association ( BSA). that "It would enable me to direct
my attentions to the the actual
Association President Julie Campus Council (CC) Inter-Clu- b
n
space the movement of certain
leadership of the board."
Rice who opened the session with a Council (ICC).
general greeting and overview of the Council (ISC) . International Student
Other areas SAB stressed personnel created a real problem in
-

.
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General Reunification Pt n

Pearsall and Allison receive top honors

;

;
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;
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Swimming Nciicn:s:NCAA
;

Continued on Page 2
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Philosophy: Symposium
TI:o Incident: Botes
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a student concerns could be voiced Wooster Yoke. Women's Resource

cf The Heart

,

chance. After careful discusion and ISA's agenda. Another issue was the
planning it was discovered that live payment
of bills and the
bands and not DTs were the most arrangement of plans whereby
viable solution. commented Wilson. . international students could be
The possibility of having informed of financial
Howard Jones, a major recording obligations earlier that previously
'
artist, perform at Wooster was also given.
investigated and the idea of having
The status of transfer
two "Parties on the Green.1 one first students was another issue tackled
semester and another second were by ISA and thought to be of major
also discussed.
concern not only for international
Serious questions were students but for other students as
raised about the space problem that well.
has existed since SAB has moved.
Banerle announced that ISA
Wilson noted that although the SAB is attempting to bridge not only the
is extremely appreciative of die new various cultures thai comprise the

comprised of before members of the Board of Center (WRQ and Student Concerns
Network (SCN).
members of the Board of Trustees Trustees.
and student leaders of various student
Among the represented
Activities
Stndent
organizations, met in the Tartan organizations were the
Board reported that a new board

"Gmnmiar

.

.

sub-commit- tee

Government

SAB
..

entertainment center, and' the f
Pat Banerle, representing
increased attendance due to live, International Students Association,
bands.
appeared that at the reported that the concern over
beginning of first semester people, housing for international students
were just not giving Ichabods a. over breaks was a major item on

Women's
Friday. March 6 purpose for the meetmg.The meeting Association (ISA),
the S t d e t was convened so that important Athletic Association (WAA), The

Advisory Committee,

:

were the overall improvements done coordinating the different
in Ichabods.
the student) secretaries and offices.

Organizations respond to issues that confront campus
Student leadership addresses campus concerns

members

whole event. This is a wonderful
experience for Wooster ." Bell
commented. This kind of event
makes visible to students and the
community that one of the central
things we at Wooster) are all '
about is education .
Expected speakers are :
(C ft ni OaPage 7) .

Late Niolit Llurins end More!
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to David Albin, for his "untitled'
The winners of the 1987
short story. The first place winner
Wooster Creative Writing Contests
of the 1987 Ralph Kluey
are as follows. The first place
Memorial Prize for Poetry
winner of the 1987 Donaldson
Prize for fiction at The College ($100) is Carrie Allison, for her '
poem "Cattle" ; second prize ($65)
of Wooster (5250) is Shelley
goes to Mary Cox. for her poem
Pearsall for her story "Lorraine" ;
; and third prize ($35) goes
"July
second prize of $65 goes to Carrie
Regan
Knapp.
to
Allison, for her story The
The
two first place '
goes
prize
$35
third
of
Wedding";
H

--

.

Shelley PearsaB and Carrie
Allison will be published in the
Spring 1987 issue at The Wooafer
Review. The judges for this year's
fiction contest were Professors Paul
Christian son and Ray McCaH. and
for poetry. Professors Deborah HUty
and Michael Allen. Prize winners
: will receive their awards at die
Recognition Banquet in ApriL
--

"Eduorul

Page 2

From The Editor
While Campus Council debates the merits of whether
to include the traditional "honorariums" as part of the Student
Activities Fee or whether to create a kind of "Presidential" fund,
whereby monies for honorariums would be paid separately from
an account of President Copeland, there is another issue to mis
whole affair. TAXES!
Two weeks ago I received my honorarium which was
supposed' to be a "gift" granted by the college for services
rendered. I noticed that out of the 300.00 dollars agreed upon
$40.30 was taken by assorted governmental agencies.
Perhaps I would not have been so irate if I had been on
student employment but the fact of the matter is that an
honorium should not be taxed hmnsr. although mere pittance
for the hours devoted, a line divides the justification between a
"job" and an "honor."
Did The College of Wooster give Jesse Jackson or
Gene Siskel a check for their appearance with stale and federal
tax removed? I thmk not. When we receive our scholarship
money does the state take a portion? I thmk not. Then why
does the college separate a leadership honor from mat of a
public appearance?
What we have here is a case of blatant discrimination.
While several student organizations suffer from qualified
leadership the college removes the carpet from under them.
When it becomes more attractive to work Food Service than be
editor of the campus newspaper something is terribly wrong.
When Resident Assistants receive the honor of having
$2000.00 removed from their room and board where lies the
X
equality?
Campus Council shorf retire the debate over where the
funding should come from because it appears the college is
going to pull the old disappearing act on faonorinms. It's not
enough to do something for honor; people today want some
kind of financial or material compensation. I would have
thought that with a tuition increase we would have seen better
financial planning. I forgot, it's only Wooster!
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Advisory Continued
Continued from Page
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international community but the gap
Editor-in-Chi- ef

Founded Novetnber 13, 1CC3

America's Oldest

W!j CcZ: Krcvrpcpsr

that exists between U.S. and
international students. The goal of
ISA is to reach but to the entire
campus and to reach out further to

better understanding that seems to
have eliminated stereotyping.
Rodgers also reported the two
the Wooster community as well. The incidents of hazing that occur sed
practice of isolation has only during pledge initiation and
furthered stereotypes that have proclaimed that until more is done
hindered the progress of the to educate sections this plague of
"archaic" practices wilj continue.
oprganization.

Rocky
representing
David A. Dean &Z!ortn-CM- t
Graham flayman, LJary Cox, Assistant Colors
ISeskorem GebrikJdan, AssocJsZ ZdZor
Kata WoJia, LrutJnj
lor
'
Christopher Chl, Cports 2or Usm Fetterman, Lsyovt mrri ProtiiicVon CLrzctcx-Para Rhoads, Copy mnd PuiZihL-t-j C7or
Usa Cutiar, Astlstart Ccpy Cdor
Jane LJcCutchacn, AxsZzrt Ccpy .or
Audrey LyLt, rccty Adviser
C-T-
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Cornell Carter. Vice
of ISC has enabled sections to
of Academic
speak out and create a forum of President

Zazzaro,

Campus

Council

addressed the committee about the
problem that has arisen regarding
"honorariums.1 Zazzaro solicited
members of the committee and
students as well to give their input
into this matter.

Cynthia Herr, President
of ICC reported that progress has
been made among women's clubs
that previously was thought
impossible. Herr reported that a

of increased particaption.
The representative for SCN
speaking for BSA. reported that the reported that the major concern over
library of black literature is the years was the issue of apartheid
currently being cataloged and in the and the college's investments in
future BSA hopes this will serve as South Africa. Clark noted that
an academic enrichment center for although South Africa has not been
the study of black culture. Robinson totally removed from the agenda.
concerns loom just
announced the the need for a full other world-wid- e
reported that the
Clark
as
important.
time Director of Black Affairs.
and fighting in
Aid
Contra
issue
of
the time
Robinson cited
concerns
on the
are
Nicargua
other
a
Black
commitlcment and need for
and
prayer
Discussions,
campus.
for
available
be
to
person
nude
black concerns. Other issues brought fastings and planned activities are
Josephine

.

Affairs, reported that the SGA was
attempting to create a better forum
of participation and understanding of
student needs and opinions. Carter
noted an incresae la particiaption on
Faculty committees and other
governmental committees as
evidence

Robinson,

...

just a few - of the new ideas
to the attention of the
committee were the need to stock implemented in SCN.
Clark concluded that in the
the bookstore with more Hack hair
'
hopes to expand as role
SCN
future
and
why
a
look at
Herr outlined the various care products
group,
informationaction
an
as
declining.
enrollment
is
ICC
black
functions
social and cultural
that
the "
"reinforcing
notion
the
1986-87
Womens'
during
the
Athletic
sponsored
edge
the
of m
Association, represented by Karen world does not stop at
acadmcac year.
Arch Rodgers. speaking for Johnson, reported that a poll taken the Wooster campus."
The representative for WRC
ISC reported that many new first semester concluded that the
that me goal of education
aonourad
was
"Lady
Scotties"
changes have occured that have name
views not. only for
feminist
was
of
it
and
mat
organizations
riate
Greek
tnnapprcf
effected the way
male was achieved
for
females
but
Johnson
Scots."
"Lady
changed
the
cited
to
Rodgers
run.
on i r"i" ate
ratification of section constitutions cited the variuos ' athletic by a host of exciting programs that
and pledge week proposals as achievements in women's field garnered me 19S6-S- 7 academic year..
evidence of aaore cooperation hockey- swimming and basketbalL 'Shs aaaouccd that the sacess of
between the administration and Johnson also announced that die - Women's Week highlighted many
;' ' ' (Continued On Page S)
yearly banquet honoring female
decks.
The
Bam
held
will
athletes
at
Rodgers reminded Jhe

"

good pledge class was sucessfully
inducted and that officer elections
were forthcoming.
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-
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fair to any other group. In fact,
they would probably fight against
diem. This is why I say we are on
the road to religious 'totalitarianism.
People are people: the system could
never be fair. This may sound
cynical, but I have all of history to .
back me up on mis point.
What do we do then?
Well, it may sound obvious, but I
suggest using the truth (which it
this to be right; Group C seems is something mat the parents
We who brought die suit are opposed to.
and so on.
believes
would have what could only be They consider die true statement,
called multiple-choicethics. Such "the divorce rate is rising in
a system would be useless for moral America" to be against their
instruction as the fundamentalist morals.) When a potential moral:
Christian parents who brought the issue is raised in the classroom, it
legal suit in the first place would should be explained in clear
like. Finally, it often isn't enough language mat is appropriate for the
to simply say that a certain religion age group in question. If it happens
views a certain issue as cither wrong to be illegal, then it should be
or right. Rather, an explanation is stated as such. Any judgements
Considering the space other man the ones I mentioned
necessary.
all this would consume within a should be left to the parents to
textbook, perhaps half would be left i ins tract
their children and kept
to provide information on the : out of the schools. This is the only
textbooks,
subject. Our nation's
way we can bis sure to be
originally meant to be teaching fair to all religions and beliefs,
aids, would instead become a This doesn't mean religion should be
battleground for moral concerns, left out, however. It has played a
Obviously, this isn't a solution, and large role in world history and
thus, if the court decision stands, we books on the subject should reflect
could find fundamentalist Christian tbT fact. We merely have to be
ethics dominant over all others. All careful that each religion receives its
that Pat Robertson and others with proper due and nothing else,
him want is for their ideology to be
taught. They have no reason to be
Would you include every ideology or
What about
what most people would call cults?
What about differences of opinion
within a denomination? , Thirdly,
how would you implement such a
policy? The only way possible it
seems would be to state the certain
moral issue and then list each
group's response: Group A believes
this to be wrong; Group B believes

just religious ones?

--
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Andy Warhol: Tears of a Clown
artists and social critics died. Andy
of America's most avante-gard- e
Warhol, known best for his "CambeB Soap" pop art painting, was more than a man of "bizzare
talents." At a time when art was searching for a theme, Warhol gave to America what the great
masters gave to Europe: Identity. Perhaps no one more than Warhol understood the beauty and
simplicity in the smallest gifts of Efe. How appropriate that Gary Stein should select Marilyn
Monroe, someone whose talents were taken before her prime, to embody the sorrow and loss of
someone soch as Andy WarhoL The world win be a Bttle less gracious now that he b gone.
A few weeks ago one

David A. Dean

International Development
Education For U.S. Citizens
Workshop to be held at the Westminister Church
David Neun

Morality and Schools
Humanism vs. Christianity

As Wooster students we food while, several thousand miles
a
tendency to live in a away, newborn babies starve at their
have
sheltered world where many of the mothers empty breasts.
An

harsh realities

of Life become opportunity

to

confront

our

merely an intellectual abstraction. relationship to the people who are
One of these realities is hunger and sniggling to survive in developing
AlanHocb
problems of the Third World. countries is being offered in the
other
ethics.
.what could only be called multiple-choic- e
Columnist, The V? poster Voice
Many of us look at a statistic of form
of a workshop on
Ethiopia
have
people
many
how
in
which is going to be
development;
Just because a certain
I shall begin with the ultimate goal is to wipe Christianity paranoia.
The
Let us look at both. On the religion's belief and yours reflect starved and then go on to complain held on March 28 and 29.
moral of this article: People don't out.
Lowry, never workshop, entitled International
think when it is inconvenient or surface, these fundamentalists, most each other, that hardly means that about the food in
realizing how lucky we are to have
Continued on pngo 6
unpleasant, something that seems to prominently Pat Robertson, proudly you belong to that same religion.
be true most of the time.
assert that theirs is a battle for The Bible says it is evil to kill.
religious freedom. Yet, it isn't what Does that mean if you believe that,
The yon may think at first. The aim in you are automatically a Christian or
recent court decision mat affirmed proving humanism a religion was a Jew? Or course not. Yet, that is
humanism was a religion and was not to remove it from the what some wish to do with
Have many development programs failed because
being supported by public school classroom, but to provide an excuse humanism, if indeed you can call
women's economic rose in Third World countries was forgotten
textbooks in .direct violation of the to insert their own Christian moral one aspect of it a religion. I and
by planners and experts? Does American feminist analysis
Then-goa- l many others opposed to people such
separation of church and state. system into the curriculum.
illuminate or distort die situation of women in developing
isn't to preserve the separation as Pat Pobertson on the issue will
Many fundamentalist Christians and
countries? How does a Thud World perspective contribute to an
others are shooting with glee, of church and state. Rather, they and do fully support Christianity's
understanding of differences and sunilarities in all women's
confident they have been vindicated wish a sort of system of religious right to exist, but then we support
experience? Theses questions come together in the presentation
morals win once equality that would throw the every religion in such a fashion.
and that
Women: an African Perspective, by Senegalese sociologist
out die window.
again be taught in the nation's j
Fakm Sow. Dr. Sow, this year's visiting GLCA Fulbright
Let's say. for the sake
schools. However, if one looks at
Scholar in Black Studies and Women's Studies, is duirpersou of
'
Is hnmaiiism. in effect, of argument, that we do try to
die evidence and logically thinks it
the Department of Social Sciences at the University of Dakar.
through, one will see that this Christianity's bogeyman? To hear .represent the moral codes of all
Dr. Sow earned undagiaduats degrees from the
This
decision is merely placing the Pat Robertson tell it. there is a religions in the schools.
University of Dakar and a doctorate m sociology at the
signpost of religious freedom ever, powerful and numerous conspiracy presents an incredible number of
Soiboone. She has held research and teaching appointments hi
the road to religious totalitarianism. out to remove Christianity from the problems. What's a moral issue?
Dakar. Paris, at die University of Maryland and si UCLA and
Samswhere am While many would agree sunder is,
face of the earth.
has worked with the United Nations, UNESCO. U3AID and me
What drives these America, being the free nation it is. what about divorce, evolution, or
World Bank on problems of nwdfmiVttion and social change,
fundamentalists to fight as' they do? I am sure there is such group, but homosexuality? Secondly, ssiummg
education, anplcyment. public opfaton and women's condition
As far as I can see, there an two . to say. that anyone against jaclortimg you could decide the appropriate
m Ainca.
basic reasons: A quest for religions Christian morals m school books so moral issues to be covered, how
Score!
Her lecture will belniwsday. April
freedom, and a fear that humanism's be a member is nothing short of could you be fair to everyone? 1
Hall 105. at 7:30

"Women:
An African Perspective"

Case-hvpoi- nt:

God-giv-

en

before-mention- ed

-
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Early Afternoon
Considerations

Page 4

Inside: "Late Night Musings"

Tkesc
Euphoria!
It's over? My God.
expressions of some happy seniors are Infectious.
Rather than
The whole canpns Is reeling It.
spoiling this, I want to propel that good mood by
something ralaable Information.
giving YOU
Did yon know that the completion of even
one semester at Wooster secnres yonr title of
some
Indnce
shonld
This
alnmnl?
Nothing, however, compares to
the feelings derived from marching throngh
Wooster's own 'golden arches. If yon envision a
shonlders back, head held
confident gradnate
high, ridiculous grinthen Wooster will have
successfully done Its job.
That 'piece of paper'
was (Is) no 'piece of cake'; It will have taken fonr
Wooster winters and the painstaking IS. to earn
self-satisfactio-

Graham Rayman
Northern California is by
all accounts the last bastion of Great
American Liberalism in the country.
During the early seventies, there was
a
mad. crazy exodus of

n.

folks to the
northern woods, and the windy
coastline of sheer drops, abalone.
There did my
and small towns.
anti-establishm-

it.

j

There are many campns organizations
which enrich the meaning of that 'piece of paper'
bnt only one which specifically attempts to
The relatively new
explain its significance.
StudentAlumni Association was created In 19S3 to
serve as a link between the stndent body and the
Alnmni Association as well as to eradicate the
Individuals that, "All
belief of many soar-face- d
Yon will be a part of the
they want is money."
Alnmnl Association 1015 times ns long as yon
SAA is
will be a stndent; if only for that reason,
worth discovering.
SAA
nnd
strengthens
maintains
communication between the stndent body and the
alnmni association mainly throngh three programs:
(AIR) program,
In
Residence
the Alnmnl
Onr
Homecoming, and the Senior Induction Dinner.
organization brings In Wooster grads to discuss
the way they use the "seemingly Illusive" degree,
two examples are the writer, Stephen Donaldson,
and the previoas mayor of Akron, and now
We sponsored the
congressman, Tom Sawyer.
Vietnam Symposium which Included grads that went
SAA also has
to war and. those who did not.
worked with the Career Planning nnd Placement
Center in bringing In alnmnl to share career
possibilities with students.

Homecoming

Is

nnothcr

:

t

ftll

uncle go in the early seventies, with
his ponytail, mustache, and earring
to build a magnificent redwood and
cedar hotel with some friends. But
that is a whole nother story. Since
then the hair has gotten shorter and
g
is gone. But he is still
the
quite the Northern California liberal.
ear-rin-

.

One of the neat things
about Point Arena is that daring the

exodus,

mass
super-skille-

STUD ENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Be involved in AlumniStudent relations.
Homecoming, Senior Induction, special events
and moreil

carpenters.

of

--

avant-gard-

these

Jewelers,

independent

e

(

1

:

36-fo- ot
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businesses. Within this group, as
yon can imagine, are lots of expertise how to build a boat.
Stevens would never' take such an
interesting people.
'
So there I was, sitting in assault to his integrity easily.
He got angry and
the town diner eating a fish
He gave no quarter in
sandwich, when my uncle told me indignant.
about a shipwright named Dean answer to this affront. With about
Stevens. About 62 at the time, three weeks to go before the boat's
Stevens was known as an incredible completion, the man came m once
r.
He designed and built again and badgered Stevens about
But he some fining or assembly technique.
only wooden sailboats.
very That was it, the straw. He stood up
was
much,
and
said
never really
hard to get to know. When he did under the sun, muscles on his 58"
talk, you knew that he meant it. frame tightening, his voice
and told the man to go
And once made, he was a friend for
away
and stop telling him
the
hell
life.
his
how
job.
do
to
simple
to
The world was
Stevens threatened to
hint. If a dog bit someone, he'd
shoot the dog. Once he moved to leave, just leave, the work
the Point Arena area, he started unfinished if it happened again. The
manTleft in a huff. He,
taking in Juvenile DelmqucirtsJand

being

cheated,

underpaid,

and

disappointed. He picked up and left
for a farm in Wisconsin, the farthest
nert from the sea he could find in
his world.

boat-bunde-

sharp-edge-

d,

Akbar To Address The College of Wooster
,

Lisa Fetterman
Layout Rditar. Th

Wrr Vr

The Black
Program

Department

of

Psychology and Black Studies.

His

research
African-America-

n

has

African-Americchild. He has interested in attending die lunch or
developed models for an African obtaining more information about
or
Psychology and served as a Akbar
the
Black
Program is,
consultant on issues pertaining to
minority health, education, and' encouraged to contact Lenora
community psychology.
Barnes. Director of Black Student
or Sophie Wisniewski,
Dr. Akbar's Tuesday night Affairs,
address will be followed by a! Associate Dean of Students.
reception in Lowry Center pit.;
Th
Program, an
While on campus. Akbar will also
visit classes, and all students will mmtina or Waailtri Klaek
receive a copy of his complete Studies Program, sponsors campus
schedule through campus mafl. A visits of leaders of the black
limited number of students win be cmtmiunity in aa effort to increase
given the opportunity to eat lunch campus awareness of black culture
with Akbar on Tuesday. March 31, and experience.
from noon to 1:00 pjn. Anyone
an

win
sponsor a lecture by Clinical
Psychologist and Black Psychology
expert Na'im Akbar, PhJ. on
Tuesday, March 31. in McGaw
Chapel at 8:00 pjn. Akbar. whose
interests include mental, physical
and spiritual aspects of human
development, is a clinical
psychologist at Florida State

University's
Mondays. 5:00 - 6:00
Faculty Lounge
Bring your dinner! And a Friend I

of

painters, writers, and quiltmakers,
under the guise of removing
themselves from 20th century
bustle, ply their crafts. AH of this
results in a country town with a lot

Leaders-in-Residen- ce

It

all

craftspeople and artists

d

collected themselves in the hills-- .
Shipwrights,!
around the town.

progrnm

Together we work
sponsored by SAA and SAB.
toward bringing alnmnl back and making It a fun
weekend for everyone through a busy schedule of
SAA even puts the alumni Invitations In
events.
Lowry so you can personally encourage recent
Finally, the Senior
alumni to return to campus.
Induction Dinner is SAA's way of congratulating
the senior class and welcoming them Into .the
Alnmnl Association.
This year's dinner will give
the seniors n chance to write themselves a postcard
which they'll receive a five years heace.
This Is a sampling of who aad what we
We arc here for you to help make the
are.
"outer Wooster" easier.
transition lato. well- .For further Information or any unique Ideas that
would add any more meaning to these four years or
the next seventy five - contnet me, Tiffany
And allow yonrseir to
nt box 257.
Relchert
enjoy the mood!

ent

teaching them his trade. He used too, was hard and stubborn.
Two weeks later, he came
example instead of a blackboard, and
he was tough. Sometimes he was back and lectured Stevens again.
too tough on the kids, but they True to his words as always, Stevens
learned, and some of diem went on did leave, vowing truthfully and
to become good boatbuilders in their seriously never to come back.
Money meant nothing. It was the
own right.
Once he was coniimsioned principle.
That night, the depressed
to build a boat by another man.
And he did it, alone. The design and! and angry man put on a dangerous
building took him only six months. drunk. He couldn't believe that the
shipwright wasn't going to finish
Think about it; only six months.
This was the project he had the boat. In his haze, he responded
dreamed about. His tour de force. to strength with strength. He went
His chance to bring to bear three and got his chainsaw and cut the
decades of knowledge into one beautiful creation to sawdust. Gone
culminating effort. A combination were the beams, me shape, the sweat
of six months of long hard hours in
of function and beauty.
hull, he a fit of stubborn stupidity.
For the
Stevens did return to the
used cedar beams that he had been
saving for the perfect time. This yard on the very next day. His love
was it. Hand smoothed and finished. for the boat had overtaken his
When he saw what
A monument to elegance, and almost principle.
an anachronism in today's world of remained, he went to get his gun.
He was going ' to kill the man.
fiberglass hulls and winged keels.
Throughout the building, Someone finally stopped him. No,
the other man had been coming into he never collected the money. As I
the shipyard and telling Stevens said, he didnt care about mat.
This incident had a large
Saying that his
how to do
Stevens, and made him
on
Imagine
effect
wrong.
technique was
telling a person with Stevens very bitter. He was fed up with

on
focused
personality

development and functioning, and
on educational concepts for the
-
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If there wu any doabc
about Wooster swimming, it wu
quickly eliminated by the 1986-T- 7
Division III National Swim
Championships.
The men finished
42nd nationally and the women
pjacd5th nationally.
For me men. the 42nd
place nationally is a great
-

improvement over last year and commended for their committment to
clearly showed the increasing Wooster swimming.
strength of Wooster men's
As for the women, they
sy
swimming. The men sent more' Idid excellently as they placed 3th
swimmers to nationals this year (4) nationally.
This is an ymayjpg
than mey had in me last five years. accomplishment for they were 7th
Scon Mclean, George Miller, Eric last year, and it is quite a feat to
Schoenke and Jeff Bart led die men repeat as a finisher in the national
at nationals. Each swimmer is now top ten rankings. Each woman
ranked nationally, and seniors should be pleased as they really,
Miller and Mclean should be showed their strength as their relays'

,

1-m-

3-me-

i

Hnirndl Opttnnmnsltic

Virginia and Maryland. During die
trip the team faced many unwanted
adversities, losing Charles Delana
with a broken leg. having personal
belongings stolen from- - them in

MM

"
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Despite Eastern- Settobck
--

defense if they are to
..
dus
.
iwuns lopa uauager ana ueoXX Mason around. Catch - hut feels
juigw oca, seeing mese iwy .
...v. a
this
qctct
op Jweekend as the face a
't"7
touh
stick until thia itiiaa.
. .t & f
i Iioniu
- '
a
in mkuih
vA pieyeo
m
iie.
rno
player
.1... Ii'opponent
incredibly well was Ray Boiling. Michigan State has dominated play
m
who was forced into goal when
another player elected not to make toou to iwp uw nifiii
.Fighting Scots return home
the trip.

home Mary's. Mt. St. Mary defeated the
without
win. After, all this, Scots 22-- 6 in the only true blowout
first-yeHead Coach Jon Hind,
of die trip. Otherwise the Fighting
remains optimistic," We played very Scots held their own against some
well at times. - We are a young team stiff competition.
and we hope to go to Michigan
Although the Scots came
State " this weekend with high
expectations of a big win!"
out of the trip wintess, there are
The Fighting Scots played (many bright spots. Frank Windsor
very well throughout the trip, but as and Konrad Gesner played well
Coach Hind alluded to,"the team offensively scoring 21 of 31 of
played well in spurts." The only Wooster's goals. Coach Hind was
disheartening loss came to Ml St. really impressed with die play of

piea

.

.

jm
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to fl.

The Fighting Scots have
gell as a team. They have to cut
down on mental errors and get back

Allegheny College Leads All - Sports Trophy Race

ih

'

when they host Buffalo

April
State

For your ecsvesis

The College of Wooster is runner up.
Cc:

On the strength of
championship performances by its
women's basketball and indoor track
teams. Allegheny Coflege has taken
a narrow lead in die North Coast
Athletic Conference
race.
The Gators have a current point total
of 663 compered to The College of
Wooster's 63 J. The
Trophy combine the finishes of all
en's and women's sports in die
NCAC thronghont the ; year.
indicative of . excellence in a
athletic program.
Seven points are awarded for a
e
finish, six for second and
so on. ... ;..
In die two previous years
of the Conference's existence.
Wooster and Denison University
tide, with
alternated die
Allegheny finishing durd each time.
All-Spo-

rts

All-Spo- rts

well-round-

ed

first-plac-

.

.

AJl-Spo-

v

rts

This may be die Gator's year,
Another strong performer University remained in fifth place."
although spring usually presents a in the spring, Denison, will be adding the championship in men's
stumbling block for diem because! looking for a repeat of last year's basketball to the tide die Bishops
they dont field lacrosse team (and finale. At die end of winter, die Big won in tne tall in men s soccer.
therefore receive no points). In Red was in third place in the With 56.5 points, das Bishops could
standings, but took home make a run at Kenyon if their
Allegheny's favor, however, is their
outdoor track prospects. The men four firsts and slipped m to win die baseball team repeats as Conference
added a third-plafinish to the trophy. Their men's indoor track champ and the golf and
t's cha mpionshfp indoors, and championship this winter helped men s lacroose teams oo weu agam.
Rounding omt the
there usually translates into boost the Big Red to 61 points,
standings are Case
history
onry 23 behind Wooster, so
outdoors.
University with 37
Reserve
Western
itself.
easily
repeat
could
Wooster continued in
College at 323.
Oberlin
and
champ
points
swim
Perennial
performance,
proving
fine overall
it's better to hav a lot of good Kenyan College paddled away with The two teams finished in a tie for
teams instead of just one excellent titles in both the men's and women's last the first year m the Conference,
The Scots' only championship fields again and the women's with Oberlin edging out the Spartans
so far this year was a tie for first m basketball team finished as last season. , Look for die Case
field hockey, but they have garnered runner-u- p
to Allegheny. The fjords' Reserve men's and Oberlin s
second-placthe
e
finishes,
five
They're and Ladies' performances this winter women's track teams to mm
schools.
those
performances
for
a
point
total
to
56.5.
their
best
brought
in a good position heading into the
spring sports where they usually solid fourth place at dus point.
An-Spor-

346&&xwctfSt.
Bocltisrssd
for Spring,

ts

ce

All-Spo- rts
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excel.

J
.

100 breast and 11th in the 100 free. third, while the 200 free relay
Kay I
'
Another excellent performance was Schwerzler,
Kris Baumann,
turned in by Sarah Frost. She placed j Henderson and Weigel placed 2nd!
13th in the 200 LM 9th in the nationally.

ar

tri-sta- te

piW

1
1

in good hands with Lori Hayes. She !
idid well by placing 11th in the 50
free. Weigel, Frost, and Henderson
win return next year, so each should
.look to improve on their place next
.season.
r
The 200 medley relay ;

Brooke
J m
the 50 free and should be the
favorite to win next year. Jennifer Kellmam, Henderson,
Henderson also placed 7th in die 'Tracey Kaufman and Weigel placed

UHNHiUU

Viriginia and returning

As many of the spring
sports teams returned home from
sunny Florida, Wooster's . men's
lacrosse team returned home from a
tour of Pennsylvania,

eter

ter.

placed extremely well.

.

;

7

400 LM. and 12th in the 200
backstroke. The diving events were

placed 20th in the
and 19th
in the
Also, Andrea Weigel

1

Sports Writer,

)l

I
L

Women's Swimming Makes Considerable
Markings at NCAA Nationals Finishing Fifth
Wes Johnston
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...

Ohio

Wesleyan
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"The Incident"
Graham Rayman

General Ramifications
David Neun

Columnist, Thg Wooster Vote
Last week's article dealt
specifically with what went on in
First Section in regard to losing
their pledge class as a result of two
incidents of Pledge week infractions.

those which would be considered
hazing.
An outside advisor from
Bowling Green University was
brought in by the college to help
ease the transition for the sections
The Greek Life Contmitee ruled this and clubs.
There have only bean two
after hearing the Beta side of the
story and conferring among major incidences within the last two
The one involving First
themselves. The situation with the years.
Betas is an example of old traditions Section, and an earlier one
that need to be changed clashing involving Fifth Section were both
It is
with new policies on Initiation acted on by the GLC.
processes.
The new speculated by many individuals both
g
Law of 1985 defined in the administration and in the
hazing in a very broad manner, and sections and clubs that there are
while the college has always many incidents which could be
monitored Initiation Week activities considered hazing
which go
to some extent, there was much unreported.
However,
"The
more responsibility and need for Induction process as a whole is
change as a result of the new law. much more positive,
said Ken
said Dean of Students Ken Plusquellac.
And many Greeks
Phisquellac.
support the changes.
Back in 1983. President
There are some who do not.
Copeland called a moratorium on the But as one member of the sections
Induction processes in order to stated, " You generally tend to get
review them. The GLC was a result people who are comfortable with the
of these deliberations. Before the initiation system, so they don't see
law, many of the sections and clubs' the need for change."
As Jayne
Anti-Hazin-

nrO

administration needs to find ways to
communicate more clearly that they
have no intent on destroying the
Greek' system. It is important to

mention

that section

and club

work against Greek Life. This
feeling is held by enough people to
deem it more than the ravings of an
irrational minority,
But mat fact remains
that the sections and clubs are
willing to change their traditional
This fact points
initiation rites.
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.positively to the willingness of
both parties to come to a consensus.
But we have also
seen that the current climate between
both parties needs to involve more
frank and open discussion, not only

between

the

officers

and the

administration, but also between the
members themselves and the
administration.

Graduate: You Already Havo
Pre-jpprovG-

Credtt

dl

of Gal Wibl

rvT
g-w7ZCr-

RiDJ Y
(Continued From Pace t)
involved what could be considered choice, either they do not haze or
outside talents from a discussion on
Hazing. Civil Liability, as a result they do not exist."
Midwives to a faculty panel
of the law, comes down not only on j
Throughout our coverage
discussion on how to be both a
the group involved but also on the and legwork on this story, we have
women and a mother in the
career
college. Any lawsuits could and learned that the administration is
80's.
would be directed against both not out to get the sections and
The Wooster Voice.
parties. The administration, since. clubs, as many people think. We
represented
by David Dean reported
has been conducting workshops and don't think that sections and clubs
the
of the MCNA (
that
creation
providing information, and working

Initiation

4

members, and even independents are
very serious in feeling that the
administration is attempting to

,

tradtional

rsrl

pizza

V

on Select '86 and '87 Pontiocs. Bute, Dodge & Dodge Trucks

!

are doomed entities on this campus,

out alternative pro trams to replace but

we

do

feel

that

the

BAB To Sponsor "Spring

Fling "

Spring is here and to mark animated ( I hope so). There will
be decorations and a stage set-uthe beginning of the season, the
Two dynamic bands, Artie Red and
Student Activities Board is
organizing a "Spring Fllag" on Dean's List will be there to play
Saturday, the 28th of March. So the .lively music. Another excitement of
the day will be chalk drawings on
place to party and have fun on
the sidewalk, organized by the Arts
Saturday, 6:00p.m. onwards is the
Lowry Center lower patio. In case of Committee of the Student Activities
be held inside
Board. This will add to the color of
rain, the party-withe event.
Lowry Center.
"Spring Fling" was
This is a chance for the
their
by the demand of the '
motivated
end
the
of
celebrate
Seniors to
student body for an exciting way to
LS.'s, and to be relaxed and
start the spring season. Michelle
refreshed after the exhausting LS.
Pagano is the chief organizer of this
session. This is also a chance for
the other students to have some fun event. Other SAB committees
actively working to make this event
and enjoyment, as these last few
weeks of the semester are going to a sucess are the Special Events
Committee, and the Arts Committee.
be really hectic.
So folks, start your spring
The atmosphere of the
with "Spring Fling. Bring along
party is going to be festive and
p.

.

ll

College

Midwest

Newspaper

Association) was finalized and would
serve as forum for many small sized
liberal arts institutions to share and
exchange ideas about publication
and production.
soccer ball,
your hacky-sacfrisbee. ect... and join the fun. Don't
miss out on this one as it is going
to be a real blast.
k,

Agency
for
Development.

Development
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International

Westinghouse

Corporation and UNICEF. The goal
of the workshop is to create a

greater awareness of the global
issues of hunger, international

1

development and the interdependence
of the world as seen in the Woosiet
region, Ohio and the United States.
The workshop is being sponsered by
the Northeast Ohio Chapter of die

iifee!

Society

for
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International

Development, The College of
Wooster Internationa
Relations
Program, the- International Student
-

Affairs Office, International Student
Association and Student Activities
9:00-12:am. and from 1:00-4:Board in conjunction with OARDC
Saturday.
The workshop is and ATI. For more mformatioa on
on
pjn.
(CmOmmt Fran Page t)
being directed by Dr. Nancy Swing. this program contact Mary Finney (
of President of the NJL Ohio Chapter
is the Director
,who
Development Education for U.S.
Development
Communications
for
of SXD. ) at (216262-0213- .
Citizens: A Workshop, is going to
independent
as
an
works
(CFD).
She
Church
be held at the Westminister.
on
international
House (Mackey Hall) on the corner consultant
development and has worked with
lot College and Pine from 7:00-9:3- 0
nun. on rrway sugnt ana trom organizations such as the U.S.
00
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Shiltsy Going Nowhere Fast

Philosophy
continued

A Sad And Happy Tale...lf You're Sadistic
Christopher Shilts

TTrT Yrf a

Sports EuLxor, Tft

Glebe-MoO-

330. Tuesday, March ah. I don't know - sometime

THE TRIP HOME.
Sunday. March 22, 230 All. somewhere sooth of the
Cherokee Foothills, Sooth Carolina.
"Rich. I love it. WeVe the only ones awake. We're
the only ones on die road. And look at' those trees."
"Yeah, and the radio's playing good songs, I'm wide
awake and all their lives are in oar hands."
"Hey Rich, what's that rattling?"
"Oh, nothing. It rattled all die way down."
"Yeah. but. isn't it getting loader?"
Til just turn op the radio."
Hey Rich? I know it didn't rattle going down hills."
"It did going op."
"But not down."
"Lefs open some windows."
Tve got it floored and we're only going 35 miles an
hour."
"We're going uphilL"
"I have no power."
-Exit 19a. Get off."

early in the break. Two unidentified track athletes break and
enter Coach Craig Penney boose.
They' proceed to help themselves to anything and
everything in the fridge, kick their feet on the table and watch
;

.

some HBO.
Penney, hearing laughter, is cautions about opening
the door.
"Hey. we don't leave tSl Thursday."
"Yeah. welL we lost track of time."
"Where do you plan on staying?"
"Here."
"We're leaving tomorrow."
Team unity starts off on a good note. "Jeffjf yon ride
in my van the only problem youU have is picking your teem
out of my Ext"

Tm
--

sitting shotgun."
No. I am."
Hey. what about me."

actually, the trip went welL

Craig. Rich. Carl . Roy and I stay behind with the
wounded van . sending the rest of the team homeward
complaining of the sodden crowdedness of their respected va
"don't worry about me. IH be okay. Leave me behind. Go on
without me." Team unity is still question mark. But then it
was 2:30 in the morning.

Well, here we are in Florida and it's only 50 degrees.'
"Damn. I want a tan."
the FSU baseball team in town?"
-Oh goody. Bob Ley and Dick Vitale on ESPN - go
Austin Peay."
It's good to know every one is thinking about the
or maybe this was just one person's thought.
right thing
,

-

Is

'

'

'

Did you here that Univer was an TV last night?
Oh. yeah?
Yeah, they called her the little girl from Ohio. She's a
. .
celebrity now. Her and Craig.
What for?
Winning the FAMU Relays last weekend.
She won?
,
Yeah. Way to help out a teammate.
..

'

.

:

Midway through the ten day trip, the troops lose a
rousing Carmel and
fatal battle. A team discus ion follows
myself out of bed. It must have been important.

.

--We want a room for four hours.
That's when Junior
Royster will come and fix our van.
--That'll be $36.11. (spoken with a southern accent)
--Well just sleep in the van.
Could we borrow some
blankets?
Oh no. That's totallyoot of the question.
--

Junior says that know one will fix the van on a
and
Sunday. Let's eat some chips and watch some basketball
Carl? If you talk any louder IU smack yon. On Monday, a man
named Skip from CantreD Auto Repairs, takes over. He lets us
throw
rocks at a telephone pole for six hours. But finally he
tells us to stop because the gravel costs a lot of money.

"Some people think track is an individual sport."

-

is"
It
"No one supports

each other while their racing."
"Excuse me. but urn isn't Holly running in the
heptatholon right now?"
There's more, but it get s a little touchy.
to go I
Mississippi
won't
probably
we
beat
Well,
track.
step on the
State. We probably won't beat Yale either. Maybe Don will
"
false stare.

I get to run in the 4x100. In shape

Later that night. "Shiltsy

and-read- y

.

.
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Well we could fly home.
-I
durmo. my right deltoid is still a little sore from
--

--

football.
Snowbowl?
-- Funny.
--We could rent a big car.
-- Yeah, with fuzzy dice and furry seats and steering
wheel, and. and
--We could rent a van!
-- Yeah.
Best idea yet!
--

--

100-12-

once-in-e-lifeti-

p.. Aubrey and Nick said that they wanted their
in the article.
Feel good now? Huh? Hah? Feel like someone
special? I can do arrything I wand4asdlfjbbviiwfasdfn - Fd
do

anything

for

a

teammate.

me

An sessions are in the
Lean Lecture Room of Wishart Hall
This symposium

is a wonderful pnbGciry opportunity
far the College, as well as an
exceptional opportunity for stndrnts
and faculty alike.

Art
Exhibitions
Announced

--

by William
Advertising Art
Townsend. No charge. Honrs:
7am.-- l lpm. dairy.
Exhibit: Sculpture by
Gloria De Arcangelis and Don
.

Harvey. No charge. Hoars: Monday

Friday

n
9
Saturday and Sunday

through
andl-5pn2-5p-

L;

am.-noo-

mM

Bill

Well...

Bishop. Edwards Hopper,

Martm Lewis and Raphael Soycr. No
Honrs above.

Senior
Exhibit:
Smdy cxkthit by Mark

of WestervCle. No charge.
Honrs: Monday through Friday
t4SB12pm4 Sanarday 9am. --7paL;
Dadrow

llanmllpm.

Sunday,

.

er

Exhibit: "The Fignre
In Urban Environment" by

We opt for die big car. On die road again.

this is Eric West. A

scholarship athlete for FSU."
"Oh my. it's so nice to meet you. I saw yon kindling
today. Good job."
"Yeah. well. I gotta ran the IMs tauuuerrow."
"WelL it's oCQy nice of you to visit as peons.
"Some of die fellas are alright. Iley. what do yon
-Me? Oh nothing. I. jost kind of say hi . and hang

one"

Andrew Burgess (University of New
Mexico). JX. Graft (Austin. Texas).
(Copenhagen
Jens
University. Denmark). Ronald
Hustwit (The College of WoosterX
George Lmdbeck (Yale University).
HJL Mason (University of
Minnesota), HA, Nielson
(University of Windsor. Canada).
DJL Philips (University of Wales.
Great Britain). Timothy Polk
(Hamline University). Robert C
Roberts (Wheatoa College). Don
Saliers (Emory Uarvcrstiy). Patrick
Sherry (University of Lancaster.
England). Niels Thnlstrnp
(Copenhagen University. Denmark).
Sylvia Walsh (Clark College). John
Whittaker (Louisiana State
University), and Rowan Williams
(Oxford University. England). Bell
0
expects anywhere from
phikisophers and theologians to
attend the conference. Both
speakers and visitors will probably
be eating most of their meals in -Lowry or Kktredge . affording a '
opportunity for
Wooster students so converse with
some of the finest minds in the

Bedtal;

Gnest

Grey and RoaaU Peart.
No charge. Match 73
V

V.-Ipln-

g

Jafian

Uadzy 113.
at 4;wa

.
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Concert: The CoSesa mfrVoosia

r

. Admission

i:l5pm.

charge.
,

April

,

2-- 4.
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Economist Andrew F.
Brimmer To Speak
Distinguished economist Andrew F. Brimmer, president

of the economic and financial consulting firm Brimmer and
Company Inc.' in Washington. D.C., and a former member of
the Federal Reserve System's Board of Governors, will address
US trade policy and other national economic issues during a
College of Wooster lecture March 30th.
The 8pm address will be in Mateer Hall Auditorium
(comer of Pine Street and College Avenue) and is open to the
public without charge.
Brimmer's academic credentials include a doctorate from
Harvard and both a master's degree and bachelor's degree from
the University of Washington. He served as Fulbright Fellow at
both the University of Delhi and the University of Bombay,
India.
From 1974-7- 6 he was a visiting professor at Harvard's
graduate school of business administration. He received 22
honorary degrees and numerous awards, including the 1986
Distinguished Service Award from the Interracial Council for
Business Opportunity.
Brimmer had been involved extensively in voluntary
service. Currently, he is chairman of the Tuskegee University
Board of Trustees, a trustee on the Committee for Economic
Development, and director of die National Bureau of Economic
Research.

"Trio Con Brio" To Perform
Trio Con Brio, a flute, oboe and piano trio, will
perform a host of chamber works April 4 at 7:30 pm. at
Westminister Church House's Mackey Hall ( corner of College
Avenue and Pine Street) at The College of Wooster.
The performance is open to the public without charge.
The trio will play a variety of chamber works from the
last three centuries. The program will open with Giovanni
Plain's four movement Trio in G major." Also scheduled are
PhiHippe Gaubert's Tarentelle,' Giovanni Battista Riccio's
"Canzona" and Madeline Dring's three movement Trio." The
group consists of pianist Brian Dykstra, professor of music at
The College of Wooster, Linda Madsen, principal flutist of the
Mansfield Symphony Orchestra and the Civic Orchestra in
Cleveland Heights, and Carol Bernhardt, principal oboist of the
Mansfield Symphony Orchestra, the Ashland Symphony and the
Tuscarawas Philharmonic

Black Students
Association Inducts
New Officers
On February 27th, 1987, a special event took place at
the Black Students Association's meeting. It was time for the
new officers to be inducted and assume office. The new officers
were: Rayshawn Lowe (Parliamentarian); Michael Saxon
(Programming Board Chairperson); Kenneth Aldridge
Treasurer); Joyce Sipp ( Recording Secretary); Patricia Riley
(Corresponding Secretary); Gerald Cooper
and
Yvette Harris (President). Also, a new member was added to the '
:xecutive board: Susan Ouma (African Students Representative).
The new executive board is a very young board and is
ooking forward to the upcoming year. As a member of the
:xecutive board I would like to encourage and invite the
booster campus to attend a Black Student Association
meeting-it'- s
something worth going to.
(Vice-Preside-nt),

TheWotidfe Still
The Gteatest Classroom
X OfAIL
((( J
Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh -sponsored Semester at Sea.
y
Each fall or spring
odyssey
S.S. Universe
aboard the American-buil- t
literally offers you the world.
5
You can earn
transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling noon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India.Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
100-da-

--

12-1-

College of Wooster Spring
Dance Concert
The dance company, under the direction of Kim Tritt,
will perform its Spring Dance concert April 4 at 8:13 pm. in
the college's Shoolroy Theatre (corner of Bever and University
Streets).
The 54 general admission tickets may be purchased at
between noon
the Freedlander Theatre box office Monday-Frida- y
and 2 pm. and 4 and 6pm. and Saturdays between 10 am. and 1
pm.
2--

The concert features many experienced student

'

choreographers who have created a variety of pieces for the
company's two dozen dancers.
Cyndi Cas tell, a junior from Lewisville, N.C., has
choreographed a theatre and movement piece for five dancers.
Dr. Seuss's "Hunches and Bunches" will accompany the dance.
Junior Dorothy Byers from Kittamring. P& will explore rain
and puddles in a solo dance. Senior Sherry Klonk from Avon
ake has choreographed "Dirty Pigeons," a movement oriented
piece for five dancers.
The show will also feature dancer Dana Dodge Koppert
and her Main Street Dance Company from Loodonville. A
talented and versatile dancer. Koppert has performed with the

College's

troupe on numerous occasions.

choreographed a

three-secti-

on

Koppert has

piece titled "Attitude."

For full information, including a catalog and application, call
in PA. Or write Semester at So
institute lor shipboard Education,
University or Pittsburgh,
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
j
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1-800-85-

1-412-64-

4-0195

8-7490

15260.

Then prepare for the

learning adventure of
your life.
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